


Syllabus for Hosp. 241: SOUNDS

Course information:

Rm. 311, Lockwood Hall, New Atlantic College

6:00 PM Thursday

Instructor: Edmind St. John

Contact information:

Relaxation Tapes, 88 Industrial Ave., Boynton Beach, FL

Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. , 9-5.

Email: dairyriver@gmail.com

Course Description: This course is a survey on the topic of sounds. You've probably heard of sounds

before but haven't really learned all of the details. In this course, we will be concerned with forming

coherent answers to the following questions. What is a sound? What is the relationship between sound

and image? Can dissection and recombination of sounds and images lead to meaning? Do sounds have

meaning in and of themselves? How do sounds acquire meaning? Is meaning different than connotation?

How do sounds relate to other sounds? What is the relationship between sounds and (of?) music? At

what point does a sound become language? At what point does language become sound? Define

"foghorn." What is "complex relaxation"? Who is the Silver Unvnrn, and how did he become Dean of

this college? Is he a real unicorn, a person in a unicorn costume, a person nicknamed Silver Unvnrn, or

all of the above? None of the above? What are big skis and how much longer (wider?) are they than

regular skis?

Course Requirements:

Sound Journal (10%): Journal entry due each week accurately describing all sounds you heard during the
period ofone hour (preferably one waking hour).

Externship Program (80%): You will gain practical work experience at South Florida's premiere provider
of relaxation products, manufacturing sounds, tapes, using Microsoft Office, administrative tasks

(phones), running errands, should have basic familiarity with yacht maintenance and operation.

Required Texts:

Tammy T. Stone, The Sound ofArt: Lonely Boy, Dairy River at 2 (Vol. 11 , Dec. 2013).

Steve Wright, 'Cross the Breeze: Sample-Oriented Music Past the Digital Event Horizon, Dairy

River at 5 (Vol. 11 , Dec. 2013).

Marc Carver, Ladies Please /One Legged Men's, Dairy River at 7 (Vol. 11 , Dec. 2013).

Zachary Scott Hamilton, Scatterkiller, 007 Dairy River at 7 (Vol. 11 , Dec. 2013)

Andrew Wasson, The Rise and Fall ofthe Foghorn, Dairy River at 8 (Vol. 11 , Dec. 2013).

Matt Diamond, Famous ifWe Tried, Dairy River at 11 (Vol. 11 , Dec. 2013).

Buzz Stein, Untitled, Dairy River at 12 (Vol. 11 , Dec. 2013).

Tammy T. Stone, Five Rupee Poem, Dairy River at 1 3 (Vol. 11 , Dec. 2013).

Font: Generally, Linden Hill and League Gothic courtesy the League ofMovable Type
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What is needed, first, is more attention to form in art . . . Equally
valuable would be acts of criticism which would supply a really
accurate, sharp, loving description of the appearance ofa work of
art. . .
-Susan Sontag

This article is an unabashed love letter to a film that many of

you may not have seen, but which forever changed the way I

look at movies. And since I’ve long believed that we can

learn much about how we construct the world around us

from the way we watch movies, it’s fair to say this film

changed the way I look at the world too.

The movie is called Lonely Boy, a half-hour documentary
made by Canada’s National Film Board in 1962, at the

zenith of its artistic and technological innovative prowess.

Using then-new synchronized sound technology, directors

Wolf Koenig and Roman Kroitor (one of the key inventors

of IMAX a few years later) created a brilliant gem of a film,

The Sound of Art: Lonely Boy
By Tammy T. Stone

doing – in my humble opinion – unbelievably sophisticated

and resoundingly philosophical things with the raw yet

profound material that is sound. I should also mention here

that Lonely Boy was sound-recorded by Marcel Carriere and
edited by Kathleen Shannon, two of the Film Board’s

regular posse of gifted artists.

So what is this little film all about? First of all, it was made

during a very exciting time in cinema’s history – and the

greater cultural history at large. Koenig and Kroitor had just

made a series of documentaries as part of a collective, Unit

B, at the Film Board. Called Candid Eye, the films used a

purely observational style to examine topics like tobacco

farming, the Salvation Army and Montreal’s wintry days

leading up to Christmas, all with a sense of ironic

detachment that came to be an emblem of Canadian

filmmaking in general. At this time, no small thanks to the

Film Board itself, it was now possible to synchronize

recorded sounds with the images being shot with 16mm

Arriflex cameras. As documentary filmmakers, Koenig,

Kroitor and their peers were ever-seeking ways to get
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closer to a more directly experienced and immediate

‘reality’, and more authentic ways of transcribing the

witnessed actuality as it was happening before them. The

ability to record sounds and images simultaneously rather

than use recorded interviews and found sound (like road

traffic and music) over images – as was the tradition until

then in documentary film – would prove to be an

instrumental achievement in fulfilment of this goal.

Everything was pointing in the right direction, then, when

they decided upon a subject for their final film of the series.

They got word that Paul Anka, a native of Ottawa, Ontario

and then 19 years-old, was going to be doing a few

performances in Atlantic City. Anka was rapidly becoming

a superstar in the era that eventually saw the likes of The

Beatles causing girls to faint at the mere thought of them –

but Anka did it first. Anka-mania preceded the Beatles

1964 invasion of America by about three years, which

means Lonely Boy, the little movie that could, is in effect the
first film to capture a music idol sensation in all his glory on

film. One could even say it’s the predecessor to the now-

famed genre of the rockumentary.

What better way to use synchronized sound, you may think,

than to go to a few concerts and record the footage of an

apparently very likeable star? Anka does, in the film, sing

his legendary hits like Put Your Head on My Shoulder, Diana
and the song that became to film’s title, Lonely Boy, and
watching a teenaged Anka do so is startling and impactful.

And we also get interviews with Anka about his artistic and

fame-oriented goals, as well as a few scenes of him

schmoozing with his manager and preparing future

songs. But this is no mere canned portrait of the artist (or

celebrity) – the filmmakers have a much more complex and

even obtuse interpretation of what they found before them

during the shoot. The best moments of the film, I think,

occur when the filmmakers deviated from their standard

mode of using pure observation to record events, and

manipulate the sound and image juxtapositions to paint a

multi-faceted picture of a young, ambitious performer.

In one scene, Anka performs at the Copacabana club to an

older, more sophisticated crowd than the nubile ones

screaming and swooning at his concerts. Anka’s manager,

Irvin Feld, has earlier commented in an interview that if

Anka could corner this older market his success would be

guaranteed. As he performs, the viewer can see that Anka is

engaging his audience. The camera shoots Anka from

behind so that he appears in the frame alongside the white-

cloth tables and metropolitan couples. The sequence also

cuts to medium shots of Anka with the microphone in his

hand, arms flailing and thrashing about, lips moving in song,

and to close-ups of the smiling, calmly-enraptured faces of

those being entertained. But here’s the trick: throughout the

sequence, we can hear not one note of the song he’s singing.

Instead, we get Anka speaking in voiceover about his having

been given a gift to sing and entertain. On one level, this

particular commentary is appropriate since the visual images

are of Anka performing to a pleased audience. But there’s

something eerie about hearing Anka proclaim he has a gift,

and then seeing him sing with no voice, move his arms to a

rhythm that those in the Copacabana were privy to but is

entirely absent to the viewer of the film. It is as though the

filmmakers are commenting on the fragility and

Ascot Luxury

Motel, Atlantic

City, N.J.
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incomprehensibility of stardom, on the question of what it

is, exactly, that audiences are attracted to; they add a great

sense of irony by inserting a voiceover discussing Anka’s

musical gift and simultaneously stripping him of the very

element that gives him this gift, emphasizing persona over

performance. But the enthralment of the audience does

emanate through the close-ups, culminating in a wave of

applause that starts off in silence (again an eerie

phenomenon) and reaching a thunderous sound that is also

the only synchronized sound in the sequence. The entire

film, which never really delves into Anka’s personal life, is

about the construction of stardom (45 years before Bieber! ).

Here, Anka is literally constructed in the editing room out

of silent body parts, an off screen voice, and faces of the

audience upon which his image depends.

The filmmakers’ vision of Anka here is at once satirical and

slightly disturbing. They use the same sound technique in

another scene, however, to create a more sympathetic

picture of Anka. This scene occurs near the end of the film,

as Anka sits at a piano and tries to play a new song for Irvin

Feld with some of the crew hanging out nearby. The

cutaways to the others in the room enforce, by sheer

observation on the part of the camera, an overall atmosphere

of melancholy which would have been abundantly clear by

presenting the scene exactly as recorded with sync-sound.

The filmmakers go one step further, however, by fading

down the piano-playing/singing and bringing in a voiceover

of manager Feld speaking in his fast-talk, glibly confident

way about Anka’s talent. The film seems to be telling us that

Anka’s entourage surrounds him not out of respect for his

talent, but for the money. The filmmakers have used editing

to literally fade down, or drown out,

Anka’s music and his voice.

The girls, however, are always listening. In a time when

sync-sound was still a new innovation, the possibilities of

which were still being explored in film, it seems

paradoxical and ingenious that Koenig and Kroitor used

manipulated sound/image pairings to achieve an immediate

viewing experience in which we feel we’ve plunged right

into the already canned life of Anka, aged 19. Performances

shown earlier in the film took advantage of sync-sound to

simultaneously present a performer and the sound of his fans

– a performer so successful his music was being

overpowered by all of the cheering and screaming.

The editing of the last performance of Lonely Boy, however,
combines long shots of close-ups on girls’ faces with a

muting of their screaming mouths to comment not only on

Anka’s looming presence but on the girls’ lives, which are

portrayed as having become completely devoted to the

worship of a star. Tears stream down their cheeks, hands

clutch their faces and mouths silently (to the viewer) contort

their faces into claims of “I love you Paul! ” Nothing can be

heard but the song “Put Your Head on my Shoulders”,

although the crowd must have been deafening. The final

impact of Anka’s godly musical presence hovering over such

riveted, lively and yet silent faces transcends any discussion
of message, intent and underlying philosophy of this film or

any, heading right into the terrain of the ineffable, even the

mystical, reminding us why life is such a grand mystery. And

in this case, the sublime has been achieved with sound, and

its equally towering other half, silence. When I think of

Lonely Boy, how brilliant it is now as then and how affected I
can be watching it over and over again, I remember how

possible it is to create our own worlds into the fantasies of

our making while remaining truthful to our experiences and

to life.

* * *
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'Cross the Breeze
Sample-Oriented Music Past the Digital Event Horizon

by Steve Wright

The art of sampling is currently enjoying a creative

resurgence in indie and underground music, appearing in

and often defining a number of emerging genres such as

footwork, glitch hop, vaporwave, dubstep, mashup, ambient,

drone, cinematic grind and more. Notably absent from this

list is hip hop, the progenitor of many of these styles and

widely recognized as the cradle of the sampling technique.

While the rise of sampling in hip hop and the reasons for its

subsequent decline in the 1990s are well known (copyright

lawsuits brought by record companies and other wealthy

“rights-holders”, the mainstreaming of hip hop, etc.),

sampling’s reemergence in these genres suggests some

interesting possibilities for the market forces that seem to be

enabling and/or “allowing” it. Better yet, contemporary

sampling techniques and arrangements are opening up a host

of nuanced signification that goes well beyond the simply

ironic and oppositional meanings of the 90s and 2000s.

To briefly review the use of sampling over the past 25 years,

let’s start with one of the more provocative claims of the

“fall of sampling” story, which goes something like “Fear of

a Black Planet / Paul’s Boutique / Three Feet High and

Rising couldn’t be made today” because the copyright

lawsuits and/or the high cost of the licensing payments

related to legally using the samples would prevent the

record company from releasing the album, or worse yet,

would preemptively discourage the artist(s) from even

bothering to reach those pinnacles of sampling artistry

(Kimbrew McLeod, 2011). An intrepid cataloging and

pricing of all the samples used in Paul’s Boutique puts a

$20,000,000 price tag on the total licensing fees and

clearances required to make the album (ibid.). It’s enough to

make you want to go all OCCUPY! at the local Target,

until you remember that today no such creative artist would

bother to work with a major label (and vice versa), as an

interesting thing has happened since the departure of

sampling from hip hop in the 1990s: music sales no longer

matter. Or to clarify with the negative, only shitty music

makes money for the major labels, and they remain

significantly weakened since the rise of internet-based

music “sharing”, stumbling about their customers’ living

rooms, breaking things and generally embarrassing

themselves.

It is this nadir of the labels’ power and reputation that has

fertilized the ground for sampling’s return, in a few ways.

First, as evidenced by the unwillingness of any major to sue

Girl Talk after a number of acclaimed albums that mashup

hundreds of the most ubiquitous of capital “P” Pop songs,

“rights-holders” have backed off their pursuit of
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unauthorized sampling, realizing that not only would

such action just bring more bad press, but (perhaps

more importantly) those artists and “small” labels

putting out the work featuring unlicensed samples don’t

have any real money to go after anyways. Second - and

at the other end of the radar - many artists seem more

interested in sampling sounds and musics that are

unknown, non-western, lo-fi, rebroadcast, created as

“field recordings” and/or produced by themselves or

members of their clique. Warms Thighs, Foodman,

Teebs, Gold Panda, Forest Swords, Traxman, DJ

Rashad, These New Puritans, RL Grime, and Death

Grips are but a few such artists spanning a broad

spectrum of styles and degrees of recognition working

in these modes. Certainly these realms provide fresher

musical territory, but part of their appeal is undoubtedly

their distance from the expense and red tape better

known musics.

While sampling at hip hop’s beginning was employed

most often with the straightforward intention of

providing a hook, beat,or melody for the MC to rap over

(think of the number of artists using James Brown and

other 70s funk samples in the 80s), early- to mid-90s

acts such as Beck, Beastie Boys and others began to use

less-identifiable samples in ironic or detourned ways to

add depth and facets of meaning: the aspiring race car

driver earnestly proclaiming "I’m a winner/Things are

gonna change, I can feel it" in Beck’s “Loser”; the corny

1950s dinner party dialog at the beginning of the

Beastie Boy’s “Blue Nun”:

[Woman] “What's the secret, Peter?”

[Peter] “Naturally, I'll say it's the wine.”

[Woman] “Mmmm, it does go well with the chicken! ”

[Narrator] “Delicious again, Peter”

Beyond the additive, contradictory and/or ironic

meanings these snippets bring, they winkingly call

attention to their nondiagetic nature in relation to the

song - their “samplehood”, if you will - and push the

listener into a number of considerations not usually

attendant to listening to music: one’s subjectivity as a

pop culture participant and consumer, the possibility of

multiple and divergent intentions and dialogs occurring

simultaneously in a single song, etc. The listener’s

heightened sense of subjectivity is thus primed to search

for connections, contradictions, and alternate meanings

represented by the shifting overlays of disparate and

vaguely familiar but not recognizable samples:

“that’s probably a mariachi band from the 70s, that’s probably

some NYC DJ toasting a block party in the early 80s,” etc. An

archetypal space is created by this mode of sampling in the

early and mid-90s that is rich, broad and complex, but the

artistic high tide quickly recedes in the face of the

aforementioned legal issues and the ever-shifting trajectory of

pop music’s stylistic churn.

As the 90s turn to the 2000s the sampling in pop music

becomes increasingly recognizable and mainstream in

provenance. This Mashup Era is more concerned with

saccharine surprises and immediate dancefloor gratification.

Girl Talk’s output, Dangermouse’s Grey Album mashup of Jay

Z’s Black and The Beatles’ White album, Wugazi’s 13

Chambers mashup of Fugzi and The Wu-Tang Clan, and others

employ samples as “plunderphones”, a term coined by John
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I walked through the big crowd ofpeople

into the toilets

I looked around for a urinal

suddenly realized there were no urinals.

I turned around quick

and walked out

kept my head down

and walked into the gents.

It has been so long

since i have been in the ladies.

I do prefer them

Illustrations by Zachary Scott Hamilton:

At left, Scatterkiller; below, 007.

by Marc Carver

Ladies Please / One Legged Men's
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The Rise and Fall of the Foghorn
By Andrew Wasson

The foghorn should be mysterious by virtue of its

association with fog alone. In Alfred Hitchcock's “The

Foghorn,” Michael Rennie says about the fog: “What

fascinates me is the unexpectedness of it. To walk along and

not know what your life may hold one step from now.”(1)

But the foghorn has many more layers of mystery. This

sound has been marked by intrigue, double-crossing,

skullduggery – I said it and I'll say it again, skullduggery –

unexplained acoustic phenomena, outlandishly-sized

trumpets, horse-powered trumpets, half-clarinet half-

trumpets. If any of these things interest you, then read on,

you've come to the right place. ,

Basic familiarity with the foghorn is assumed. All

definitions have “fog” and “horn” requirements. For

example, Merriam-Webster's defines a foghorn as: “a horn

(as on a ship) sounded in a fog to give warning.” Under this

definition, a horn qualifies as a foghorn if and only if it is

sounded in a fog. This definition strongly implies that on a

sunny afternoon, a foghorn ceases to be a foghorn. It reverts

to being simply a horn, or perhaps more accurately, a

“sunhorn.”

Some definitions focus more on structure. For example: a

horn “that sounds an alarm, often automatically, near places

of danger where visible signals would be hidden in thick

weather.” Webster's International Dictionary of the

English Language 577 (1898). Still other definitions focus

on the sound of the horn: “a deep, loud horn for sounding

warning signals to ships in foggy weather.” Random House

Kernerman Webster's College Dictionary (2010).(2)

Indeed, it is difficult to image a foghorn that has a high-

pitched call. It is even harder to imagine a foghorn that is

soft. Even harder still is a foghorn that is both high-pitched

and soft. That would be a foghorn with a very soft and shrill

tone. Thus, Dairy River recommends the following

definition: “HORN producing a LOUD and LOW sound

suitable for providing warnings in FOG.”

Photo: Daboll Trumpet at Turn Point Lighthouse

(http://www.tplps.org)
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The fact that foghorns produce loud and low sounds is not a

coincidence. Robert Foulis invented the foghorn in the

early 1850s. Foulis was a Scottish-born “surgeon,

mechanical and civil engineer, artist, engraver, inventor,

foundryman, lecturer, scientist” living in New Brunswick,

Canada. See P. G. Hall, A Misplaced Genius, New Brunswick
Magazine (Saint John), I, 247–56 (1898). At the time, a

wooly assortment of cannons, bells, and gongs were used as

“fog signals.” But each had numerous

drawbacks. Especially cannons.

So, as luck would have it, Foulis was walking home on a

foggy night in St. John, when he heard his daughter playing

piano in the distance. He noticed that the low notes carried

the farthest and realized that this principle could be applied

to the problem of fog signals. E.g. Jane MacDougall, An Ode
to the Foghorn, National Post ( Jan. 26, 2013). Struck by the
wafting, inconsistent sounds, he asked his daughter to play

the scales repeatedly so that he could test his hypothesis.

Foulis and his Foghorn, 26(6) Boating 33 (Dec. 1969); see also
Inventor of Foghorn is Celebrated in Saint John, Quebec
Chronicle-Telegraph 22 (Dec. 24, 1965).

Being an engineer, Foulis was able to develop an automatic

steam-powered horn system that would blast at specific

intervals during foggy weather. Such a horn would be more

powerful than a BELL but less dangerous than a

CANNON. Foulis also invented “telegraphing by means of

the steam horn from vessel to vessel by a pre-concerted plan

of sounds and intervals forming words.” Hall at 253-54.

Unfortunately, it seems that this code for foghorns has been

lost.

But here's where the story gets really weird. In 1853, Foulis

– who was already involved with various engineering

aspects of the lighthouse in Saint John on Partridge Island –

floated his idea past the Commissioners of Lights for the

Bay of Fundy. Boating at 56, reprinting Robert Foulis,

Letter, Morning Freeman (Feb. 27, 1862). The

Commissioners declined. They were intent on pursuing the

“American Fog-bell.” However, the American fog bell was

terrible, and in 1858, one of the commissioners (Isaac

Woodward) approached Foulis for detailed plans of his

invention. Foulis of course complied.

The normal course of events would have seen Woodward

passing Foulis' plans on to the Commissioners, the

Commissioners solemnly approving the plans, the

boisterous construction of the foghorn overseen by a

discerning Foulis, a joyous inaugural procession through the

streets of Saint John led by the Commissioners in full

regalia, and last but not least a generous monetary reward to

Foulis, who would naturally spend his old age in a mansion

overlooking Saint John harbor, regaled by his piano-playing

daughter and noting with approbation every time

the foghorn sounded.

Frontispiece in John Tyndall, Sound (1895) ( John Tyndall's experiments in sound were
largely motivated by problems with foghorns)
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This is not what happened. Woodward instead gave the
plans to another civil engineer, T. T. Vernon Smith.

Woodward then encouraged Smith to submit them as his

own to the Commissioners. The Commissioners (who

included Woodward) accepted the “Vernon Smith” plan

and constructed the fog horn at Partridge Island in 1859.

Why this happened is not clear, although a good bet is that

Foulis was seen as an “eccentric” and was not taken

seriously.

Foulis was pissed. He was outraged at Woodward's “want

of good faith” in “pirating his invention,” and petitioned the

New Brunswick House of Assembly. The Assembly

eventually credited Foulis as the true inventor. See Hall at

254 (reprinting proclamation).

Too late for Foulis though. “At a later period an

enterprising American examined the invention of the fog

alarm, and, recognizing it as a good thing, he had it patented

in his own name and for his own advantage.” Hall at 254.

That American was likely Celadon L. Daboll of New

Haven, who patented a “fog alarm” in 1960 that applied

mechanically-condensed air (think Dust-Off) to a trumpet

or whistle “for the purpose of giving marine signals by

sound.” U.S. Patent No. 28,837 (issued June 26, 1860). In

early designs, the trumpet was powered by horses.

The allegations of skullduggery, however, may have been

unfounded. Daboll's foghorn – really a “monster clarinet”

made out of brass like a trumpet – displayed a few key

differences from the Foulis horn. Fog Signals, 49 Scientific
American 161 (Sept. 16, 1883). First, it sported a ten inch

long vibrating metal reed. Second, unlike the Foulis horn,

the Daboll trumpet was powered by compressed air – not

steam. Most reports note that it was seventeen feet long. It

was apparently quite effective and became widely adopted

in America, but its high maintenance caused it to eventually

fall from favor. Arnold Burges Johnson, The Modern Light-
house Service 70-71 (1890).

Notwithstanding the Foulis-Woodward intrigue, the birth

of the foghorn was attended by other mysterious portents.

Sometimes sailors heard fog signals “faintly where [they]

ought to be heard loudly,” and “loudly where [they] should

be heard faintly.” Arnold Burges Johnson, Sound Signals 726
(1883). Sometimes they were not heard as loudly as

expected, where they were expected, or sometimes both.

Sometimes they were heard better farther away than nearer.

And sometimes they were “heard and lost and heard and

lost again within reasonable hearing distance.” Id.

These strange phenomena attracted the attention of the era's

top scientists like the Smithsonian's Joseph Henry and the

Royal Institution's John Tyndall. Along with numerous

colleagues, they found that the abnormalities were likely

due to a complex interaction of refraction, reflection, and

diffraction. As illustrated below, refraction occurs because

sound travels more slowly through the cooler air directly

above the water than the warmer air further aloft. The

result is that sound waves turn downward (refract) towards

the water.

The foghorn may have reached its pinnacle with the

introduction of the “diaphone,” which is really a gigantic

organ pipe adapted for foghorn use. (3) “The diaphone is the

most clamorous fog signal in the world. It has a roar like the

advancing tornado, opening with a bellow like a bull moose

and winding up with a grunt that shakes the atmosphere.”

San Francisco Call 84 (Dec. 17 1911). The characteristic

“grunt” accounts for its name “diaphone” (that is, “two-

tone”). The “grunt” unexpectedly proved useful to

mariners – the lower frequency actually traveled farther

than the main tone. And it also provided mariners a way to

distinguish between land-based horns (which were

diaphones) from ship-based horns (not diaphones). Building

on its popularity, the grunt was eventually lengthened into a

sustained lower tone.
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Famous If We Tried
by Matt Diamond

https://soundcloud.com/mdiamond/famous-if-we-tried

Oswald who experimented in sampling and mashup as early

as 1975. Oswald calls the use of high profile sounds

plunderphonics: “A plunderphone is a recognizable sonic

quote, using the actual sound of something familiar which

has already been recorded… Taking Madonna singing "Like

a Virgin" and rerecording it backwards or slower is

plunderphonics, as long as you can reasonably recognize the

source. The plundering has to be blatant”

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Oswald_(composer)).

While at first listen intriguing and satisfying (who doesn’t

feel giddily smart when catching the quick “Casey Jones”

turnaround dropped into Girl Talk’s mashup of Biggie’s

“Nasty Girl”, Bananrama’s “Cruel Summer”, the Jackson 5’s

“I Want You Back”, and 23 other samples all inside one five

minute song?), the plunderphonic method of sampling via

the mashup ultimately flattens the depth ofmeaning, turning

the contextual winks and hints into a self-congratulatory

scavenger hunt.

While plunderphonics continue in much popular hip hop,

sometimes with a degree of transgressive detournement

such as when Action Bronson describes his graphic

sexcapades over romantic classics like John Cougar

Mellencamp’s “Jack and Diane” (“Contemporary Man”) and

the Hubert Selby-worthy hooker profile over The

Flamingos’ “I Only Have Eyes For You” (“Thug Love Story

2012”), lesser known and artistically-progressive musicians

are currently using samples with little or no mainstream

recognition (the non-western, insular, and others previously

mentioned), often in new arrangements that signify more

than irony, mockery, debasement and other forms of

opposition. Many artists are focusing on the sample as the

primary or even exclusive element of the song. Teebs,

Foodman, Warm Thighs, Lampgod and other beats- /

glitch-oriented artists deploy samples in the foreground

with understated or no additional instrumentation, vocals,

or electronics; running them through various pitch- and

by Matt Diamond

. . . 'Cross the Breeze continued from page 6
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tempo-shifting permutations and editing regimes so that the end

result is an uncannily familiar or nostalgic remnant that seems to

have travelled a great distance through a wormhole, faulty piece

of equipment, or some other field of interference. More dance-

based artists such as footwork’s Traxman and DJ Rashad and

EDM’s Gold Panda and Caribou/Daphni use the repetition of a

single phrase, word or clipped syllable throughout a song’s

entirety so that it becomes a rhythmic mantra or even anchor beat

upon which all other elements hinge. Artists making atmospheric

/ ambient music like Forest Swords and Huerco S. deploy

similarly repetitive but less-recognizable samples submerged in

echoes or alternatively muffled to evoke fairly site-specific

aqueous, subterranean, arboreal and through-the-wall

soundscapes. While these artists cover a wide range of genres,

moods and tempos, they all place heavily-manipulated, -edited

and repetitious samples clearly in the foreground of their pieces

and avoid pop song conventions such as verse/chorus structure,

narrative arc, “singing” and lyricism, crescendos and other

dynamic devices. Furthermore, these artists treat the music and

recordings they do make as samples, subjecting them to the same

types of treatment and deployment. The origin of a sound - one

created by the artist versus one sampled from elsewhere - matters

little if at all to these artists due to their final similarity once

sounds are entered into a digital audio workstation: they’re all

just waveforms strung and mixed together, equally open to

various modes ofmanipulation and editing.

Perhaps this great equalization of various sounds’ styles and

histories as entered, heard, cut and copied in contemporary

digital interfaces is the reason for the lack of ironic and otherwise

oppositional stances in today’s wave of sample-oriented music.

This music is not reactionary because there is no single preceding

style to work against. Rather it emanates from the digital

wellspring of all recorded music that comes before and now; an

endless spray from a mediated big bang spreading outward in an

all-encompassing expansion of sound dust - interconnected,

hypnagogic, and productive in its creation of new territories and

latticeworks that are uncanny, uncertain, and beyond verbal. Has

our mediated culture collected so much detritus subject to such a

mighty array of manipulators that creative and “original” artwork

can now be constructed from mere samples, reflections, and

reverberations of earlier pieces, without the need or interest in

physically manipulating an instrument of wood, metal, skin or

flesh? Are we so siloed and isolated in our own personally

curated channels ofmedia and lifestyle that there can no longer be

a meaningful and progressive popular culture? Across the void

these sample-based musics bounce back at us from the digital

event horizon, reforming and reinvesting the tunes and voices lost

at the shattering ofour shared experience.

* * *

Automated Dialog Replacement (ADR) is a term in film

when you need to dub in the dialog in a scene because of

sound issues.

What sound issues? Like the sound a shoe makes, the

wind, a car in the distance or when the characters are

talking in a wide shot like in the Woody Allen film

Manhattan.

The idea is that you want clean sound. The famous bridge

scene has the track, Someone to Watch Over Me, under

the dialog of Woody Allen and Diane Keaton.

The scene makes it impossible to place a mic and boom

pole.

Ideally, you don’t need it. You can film people in a studio

and hit record just after yelling quiet on the set. Or

you can try and manage to get good sound on location, but

more times than not you are trying to recreate the magic

days or weeks later after the scene was shot.

The actors are placed in a studio in front of a mic with

hopefully a large screen to help recreate the mood and

impact of the scene. In my case they talk in to my zoom

mic while looking at my laptop.

It’s kind of more like reading for a radio show. The

challenge is to make it work after the fact. The advantage

of using ADR is that you will get clean sound, and you get

get multiple tracks of a line of dialog to choose from.

It’s kind of like dubbing lines from the audience like the

Mystery Science Thearter folks. When it works, it works.

But you are now in the realm of voice acting, which means

that you really need to think about that when casting for

your film.

by Buzz Stein
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Can your actor deliver the magic in the sound studio like

they did on set?

Then there is the phrase, "phoning it in."

This is when some one just coasts by with their

performance, while still taking the large salary. But in

some cases it literally means to phone in your lines, which

are recorded for the actual dialog track in a film.

I recall an interview with James Woods about the how in

the animated movie Final Fantasy he said there were times

when he actually phoned in his lines to be recorded for

dialog for the film.

As for other sounds for film, I like to keep a recorder on

me at all times to capture it. And don’t forget to get 30-60

seconds ofROOM TONE, the ambient sound of a space,

room, car, outside, free from dialog. It comes in handy to

add under pauses in dialog.

* * *

A tree is being cut

Down

Beside me,

Loudly. It falls.

The heartfelt

Laughter

Of the men

Cutting it down,

Though,

Roars with the

Giving of life

Back to

Itself.

Five Rupee Poem
by Tammy T. Stone

Note: the last song on the Beach Boys' Pet Sounds, "Caroline, No," ends with railroad crossing bells, dogs barking,

and a train rushing past. The train is the "Owl" (Southern Pacific #58) as it speeds past Edison, California. The

sound effect comes from an album of train recordings called, "Mr. D's Machine" by Brad Miller (1963).
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But advances in nautical technology have made the foghorn

obsolete. Many ship engines are so loud that they drown

out the foghorn's sound and other electronic aids exist that

provide more precise navigational information. After

years of continuous operation, Foulis' original horn on

Partridge Island was shut off in May 1998. And many

other foghorns stationed in lighthouses followed suit.

Regularly working foghorns are difficult to find.

While the obsolescence was cheered by some, it was

protested by many. Let me remind you that this is a sound

with very few redeeming features. It's loud. Remember it

has a “bellow like a bull moose.” Clamorous. Repetitive

and persistent. And not just during daylight hours – at

night too – while you are trying to sleep. It's annoying.

But despite all this, people really lament its disappearance.

So much so that several artists and musicians in England

created the Foghorn Requiem, a musical arrangement that

involved three brass bands, more than 50 ships, and for the

grand finale, the Souter Lighthouse diaphone foghorn

itself. This just goes to show that even sounds that are

annoying on their face, can get lodged in people's brains

due to all of the accumulated pleasant memories (i.e. they

acquire a connotation).

As a postscript, lest you fear that the sound of the foghorn

is lost forever, the foghorn is still around. Ship captains

still blow their horns as they navigate through the fog.

Foghorns blow at hockey games when goals are scored.(4)

There is a lively market for foghorn ringtones. It might not

be like the old days with a foghorn perched on every rocky

crag, but don't worry about the foghorns, they'll be OK.

* * *

(1) Barbara Bel Geddes responds, “You like that?” Rennie

changes the subject. Alfred Hitchcock Presents (1958).

(2) An important aside about Foghorn Leghorn.

Bombastic and blustering Southern-accented chicken.

“Leghorn” is a breed of chicken. “Foghorn” refers to the

volume of the rooster's voice. The rooster that would

become Foghorn Leghorn was inspired by a character

called “The Sheriff” on a West Coast radio show called

“Blue Monday Jamboree” as well as comic Kenny Delmar's

character “Senator Claghorn,” a blustering Southern

politician. Keith Scott, The Foghorn Leghorn Story
(Apatoons No. 150).

(3) Robert Hope-Jones is generally credited with the

popularization of the diaphone for organ usage in England.

Hope-Jones later moved to the United States and became

integral in Wurlitzer's successful production of movie

theatre organs. It was Canadian John Pell Northey,

however, who adapted the diaphone for foghorn use and it

was his son, Rodney Northey, who sustained the grunt

into a full tone.

(4) Instead of signifying the presence of a geographic or

topological feature (i.e. sounding a warning of a rocky

shoal shrouded in fog), a horn at a hockey game signifies

the presence of an event that just happened (i.e. a goal just

was scored). Because the horn sounds at an event from the

past, it is not a particularly good warning. Or is the

warning for the other team that more goals will be scored?

Endnotes

Fog Horns, Arthur
Dove (1929)

. . .Foghorns continued from page 10
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